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Don’t confront illusions, nor create, illusions, nor confront illusions with reality, by a 
further illusion, let go of  illusions, & do not try to undo them. 

Instead, believe in what is real, & is in the present.  Don’t try to determine from an 
illusion what is real.  Don’t try to describe all of  reality. 

Let go of  superstitions & illusions, & believe in the things which are real to you.  Do 
not be deluded by any illusion, nor impose these on others. 

Be, real, and continue to be real, in every moment be yourself, & know yourself, as 
your self.  For, so much was illusion it has been delusive.  Do not try to go back, & 
change what has been illusion. 

For what was & is real, depend on this alone, & recover from the illusion into reality. 

It would be a mistake to further an illusion, or, to believe in one.  This would be a 
mistake to reconcile, for yourself  or others. 

If  there is no illusion, then there is a natural & universal system of  order & justice, & 
law, and this is not delusive.  To believe in such a thing, as you have, is no illusion, for 
to change that which is undefinable in reality is illusion. 

There then need be no illusion, and to perpetuate in illusion is delusion.  This leads 
no-where & is not here.  So much for illusion.  The defined contradiction of  the 
whole of  illusion is but held. 

It need not be defined, nor moved away from, nor moved away from nor approached.  
If  it is in the mind, then that is all, & the rest may appear as illusion. 

So, be here, & continue to believe that the illusion is empty of  meaning.  To build into 
the illusion is to delude one’s self. 

And then, much else is not real, but mistaken as such.  So, do not mistake any such 
illusion, an absence of  reality, or a thing such as you know cannot be determined as 
needing to be, or real. 



If  it is not real, perhaps it once was, or may be, but it is also not here, & this does not 
mean it must be. 

To present ones self  with illusion or others, does not bring ones self  back to ones 
self, nor to another. 

For this, all that was illusion was not real, & did not serve a purpose for your self, the 
self, or another. 

As it served not purpose, it went no-where, & was not an is, nor an is to be ever 
present. 

Nor to be moved beyond, but avoided.  So do not believe in that without a purpose, 
& you will have one. 

Now, all that remains of  that which went into disbelief, is seen as not the self, and that 
of  the other, which remains is with a purpose. 

This cannot be changed, so the self  remains so as to exist, & continue to exist as the 
self.  This is all that was entirely real. 

Since this is all that which was entirely real, there need be no return to disbelief  in the 
self, or it’s continuance. 

To believe in this then is to be, & is real, & is to not change the self  or what is real, 
for what is real or for the self. 

Believe the, in believing in what is real, as building, not only past the illusion, but in 
recognizing for the sole sake of  what is real, what is & was of  & is, the illusion, 
without, basing any such then, on illusion. 

For what is real then, base your assessments of  what is real exclusively on what is real, 
not on illusion, & pursing an understanding of  what is real, only based on what is 
known as real. 

For to be as an understanding of  what is real upon what is illusion is to not only let 
part of  the reality be determined by what is illusion, but is to let the illusion be the 
basis of  a part of  reality, & is to let the illusion be a foundation for further illusion 
within reality. 



What flows through light. 
Light flows through water. 

Glass surrounds water. 
Water breaks through. 

Light continues onward. 

Without that water, within the light. 
Without the light, within the water. 
There is only silence, of  the light. 
The water flows freely with light. 

Included in clay is yarn and told. 
What of  story discloses it’s saying. 

As to be told what so is therefore in. 
What is found outward is only given.


